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O

bviously, men and women are different. But what does
this mean? Why is it that we are different and how
does it affect disease outcome?
In this issue, we would like to make you aware of the fascinating differences between men and women. Not only is the
brain of men and women different, it also works differently
in terms of how spatial memory is formed or of how it reacts
to odors of the self and others. You can also read about the
differences in neurogenesis and how drugs act on male and
female brain. Furthermore, men and women are differentially
affected by diseases such as stroke, autoimmune diseases,
autism, diabetes and myocardial infarction for various reasons that we touch upon in our articles. Just so you know: It
is not only estrogen that makes the difference!
Apart from that, we have many more articles you
should have a look at, ranging from whatever happened to
Lorenza Magno to an article about the recently deceased
Rita Levi-Montalcini who is a science idol for a lot of fellow
scientists.
I would also like to introduce to you our newest members
of the editorial staff: Apoorva Rajiv Madipakkam and
Christine Römer joined our team after having already
participated in the previous issues. Christine even gave the
idea to talk about gender differences in our issue.
Finally, many thanks go to Ahmed Khalil who contributed
to this issue with three articles. Therefore, we decided that
he should be the contest winner of this issue with a little
reward of a voucher for Lehmanns bookstore.
If you have an idea, what the next issues should be about,
let us know!
Enjoy reading!
– Marietta, Editor-in-Chief
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Did you know...? Rahel Hirsch
was the first woman to become
a professor in medicine in the
Kingdom of Prussia in 1913
and she was also the first
woman to work at Charité.

FOCUS

Gender Matters

W

here does the border between pulmonary diseases [3], as well as diabeuniformity and individualism tes and psychiatric disorders (see articles
lay? How different are men and “Gender Differences in Diabetes Mellitus”
women really and when should this be and “Gender Differences in Autism”).
considered?
For a long time, it was thought that
women and men differed only with respect to their reproductive system and
sexual hormones. Today, we know that
even though estrogen plays an impor- The Gender-Bias
tant role in protecting women from, for Gender medicine is often mistaken for
instance, cardiovascular disease, this is feminism and blamed for increasing
only one piece of the puzzle (see article work-load and costs. In light of the in“The Role of Estrogen in Brain Disorders creasing knowledge of the multiple roles
– the Good, the Bad and the Unknown”).
for gender, one should not, however,
turn a blind eye towards it.
The beginning of ‘Gender awareness’
dates back to the 1980s when women
were excluded from several crucial
medical studies. These included, among
others, the Physicians' Health Study of
the effects of aspirin on cardiovascular
Sex and Gender
disease (22 071 men and 0 women), the
The basis of sex differences lies in bio- Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial
logical factors, like reproductive function, (MRFIT) to evaluate correlations among
concentrations of sexual hormones, gene blood pressure, smoking, cholesterol
expression, epigenetic mechanisms, and and coronary heart disease (12 866 men
even higher fat percentage in women and 0 women). Intriguingly, even in the
and higher plasma percentage in men. first trial investigating the role of estroThe term ‘gender’, however, is somewhat gen in preventing heart disease, only
more abstract and involves behavior, life- men were enrolled [4].
style and life experience that in turn, can
Data from clinical trials conducted
modify biological factors related to sex almost exclusively in males are used
and leading to differences in health pro- for developing diagnoses, preventive
file [1]. For example, in one study (summa- measures, and treatments, leading to
rized in [2]), men and women were asked potential over-dosing and increased
about means of maintaining good health. side-effect frequencies in women. StrikWomen mentioned stress reduction, posi- ingly enough, women account for the
tive attitude, social activities and general consumption of the vast majority of
satisfaction from life, whereas men re- pharmaceuticals world-wide.
ferred to simply following advice from the
Of course, there are also fields of redoctor (9.3 % men and 6.6 % women).
search, like osteoporosis and depression,
where there are relatively little data
Physiological roles for gender
available for the optimal treatment of
Sex and gender participate in regulat- men and the opposite applies for cardioing a number of physiological processes vascular diseases in women [1].
ranging from differences in spatial learning (see article “No, Dear, It’s This Way. Cancer Goes After Women
Assessing Gender Differences in Spatial The biggest burden for health in both
Navigation”) and neurogenesis (see ar- men and women below 70 are neoplasms.
ticle “Gender Differences in
Hippocampal Neurogenesis”)
to olfactory (self-) recognition (see article “The Nose
Knows”).
By affecting an array of
physiological responses, gender influences the development of several pathologies,
such as neuronal, autoimmune, cardiovascular, and

Cardiovascular deaths become the leading cause for mortality after passing
the average life expectancy. Of note, in
women aged 30 to 70, neoplasms are
the cause of death in over 50 % of cases
compared with 18 % due to cardiovascular diseases. In men, these numbers race
more evenly for the leading cause of
death (37 % for neoplasms versus 25 %
for cardiovascular deaths) [5].
Gender invades medicine: Gendermedizin symposium November 16th,
2012
To integrate the accumulating knowledge of gender influences to research
and clinics, the Charité Institute Gender
in Medicine (GiM) organized the 9th Gendermedizin Symposium on November
16, 2012. Medical doctors and scientists
gathered from centers all over Germany.
The relevance and acuteness of acknowledging gender matters in disease settings and therapies was underlined with
multiple talks ranging from pharmacokinetics to neurological, cardiovascular
disorders and even dentistry, making
gender matters the theme of this newsletter! (cr)
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Are Sexual Genes Involved in Brain Organization?
By Ezequiel G. Lapilover, PhD Student Medical Neurosciences, AG Friedman and Heinemann

N

eural tissue develops before and before the surge of fetal testosterone. which are already present in early childafter birth. It is during this pe- When midbrain XX and XY neurons from hood. Interestingly, adolescent girls with
riod that sexual organization of embryonic rats were harvested and cul- Turner syndrome, who have an impaired
the brain occurs. The first key factor tured in identical media before the rise gonad steroid secretion, showed larger
related to sexual differentiation and or- of sexually fetal testosterone – whose mean cortical thickness and lower surganization of the brain is its exposure to metabolite estrogen performs the ’mas- face area compared with controls, an
estrogens derived from a surge of fetal culinization‘ of the brain – it was found observation that was not seen in young
testosterone at gestational day 17-18 that the genetically ‘female’ cells de- pre-puberal Turner syndrome girls. This
[1] leading to the transformation of the veloped differently from the genetically could indicate an estrogenic effect on
initially ‘female’ fetal brain into a ‘male’ ‘male’ cells [4]. Dopamine levels were the maturation of the brain that is abfetal brain [2].
higher in the XX cultures and hormonal sent in Turner syndrome.
treatment of these cultures did not alter
Two Putative Pheromones
the observed sexual differentiation [4]. Same Gonads, But Different Sexual
The lack of evidence of atypical limbic Using mesensephalic and diencephalic Chromosomes
activation in female individuals with cultures, the authors found that the There are new mouse models that can
adrenal cortical hyperplasia (ACH) in neurite outgrowth was faster in ‘female’ produce two animals with the same gohumans [3] – which can lead to excess than in ‘male’ cells. Female mesense- nads that contain different sexual chroproduction of testosterone in female phalic cultures showed more cells im- mosomes – an XY mouse with ovaries
fetuses – suggests that fetal testoster- munoreactive to tyrosine hydroxylase, or an XX mouse with testes [5]. This is
one is not the only factor that leads to a marker for dopaminergic cells. Fur- achieved by interfering with the testiscerebral sexual ’dimorphism‘ in humans. thermore, applying estrogen to these determining-gene Sry that is responIn this study, the hypothalamic network cultures, did not change the number of sible for the embryological development
activation was measured using posi- tyrosine hydroxylase immunoreactive of the testes. In one model, the Sry gene
tron emission tomography. The pattern cells. However, this does not prove that on the Y chromosome is deleted, creatof activation evoked by EST (amygdala, the exposure to estrogen might be ac- ing a Y- chromosome. These XY- mice
piriform and anterior insula cortex) or by tive on these cells in vivo.
have ovaries. When the Sry is relocatAND (anterior hypothalamus) was similar
ed to these animals, XY- Sry males are
between ACH and control women with Turner Syndrome
generated. Pairing these animals with
reciprocal results in men. In women, the The Turner syndrome points to other XX females, results in four possible offamygdala was functionally connected factors belonging to the interaction be- spring genotypes: Two with ovaries (XX,
with the contralateral amygdala, cingu- tween genomic factors, hormones, and XY-) and two with testis (XY- Sry, XX
late, and hypothalamus. In men, however, brain development [3]. In this condition, Sry). Mice with ovaries have more dopafunctional connectivity of the amygdala a partial (not all body cells) or complete minergic neurons in the anteroventral
occurred with the basal ganglia, the in- absence of X chromosome material is periventricular nucleus of the preoptic
sular, and the sensorimotor cortex. The observed, affecting approximately 1 in region controling ovulation than mice
connections were more widespread 2000 live female births [3]. In a MRI with testis, irrespective of genetic sex
from the left amygdala in ACH and con- study, it was shown that brain morpholo- of their cells [5]. In a study using the Y*
trol women, whereas in men, from the gy is altered early in the development of mouse model [6], the authors identified
right amygdala [3]. These results show young pre-puberal girls with Turner syn- genes that differed by X-chromosome
that the limbic activation and connec- drome. An analysis of the cortical vol- number prior to and just after gonadal
tivity in women exposed intrauterine to ume showed a bilateral decrease in grey differentiation. Few autosomal genes
high levels of fetal testosterone display and gray and white matter over the pari- were changed by X chromosome dosage
a ’female‘ activation pattern and func- etal and occipital cortices. However, the in males, while 10 genes were altered in
tional connectivity of their limbic system amygdala was enlarged. These changes, females. Following gonadal differentiaand that at least there is no ’masculin- which precede the surge of estrogens tion, many autosomal genes changed in
ization‘ of the response of the limbic that comes with adolescence, demon- females only. Three of these (Rorb, Cux2,
system to pheromones. Describing the strate alterations in brain morphology, Htr3a) have been associated with mood
mechanisms that underlie these activadisorders, while the remaining genes
tion patterns might help to explain the
primarily function in G-protein signaling
predisposing factors for anxiety and
and neuronal development.
depression, both conditions having a
female:male incidence ratio of 3:1.
Sexual Development of Dopamine
In the 80s, a sexual dimorphism in the
distribution of dopaminergic nerve
cells and fibers in the preoptic region of
the rat was described that can be sexreversed during the critical period [4].
There is evidence that sexual development of dopamine in the midbrain starts
2013 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences
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Gender Differences in Hippocampal Neurogenesis
By Charlotte Klein, PhD Student Medical Neurosciences, AG Neural Regeneration and Plasticity

W

e all know the gender stereotype that men are better
at spatial orientation than women – supposedly. It
is still under debate if this is really the case, or if –
as some studies documented in humans and rodents – the
difference is actually based on diverging strategies in spatial
learning [1, 2] (see also article below).
Spatial learning and memory are predominantly
hippocampus-dependent and it is discussed that adult
hippocampal neurogenesis plays an important role in
maintaining cognitive flexibility to cope with constantly
changing or novel requirements one is confronted with during
a lifetime [3]. On that account, are sex differences in spatial
learning actually linked to differences in adult neurogenesis
in the hippocampus? There is, albeit conflicting, evidence
that there are sex differences regarding adult hippocampal
neurogenesis, showing a particular influence of gonadal
hormones such as estrogens differentially modulating cell
proliferation and survival of newly born cells in male and
female rodents [4]. A recent study addressed the question of
how spatial training influences hippocampal neurogenesis in
male and female rats [5]. They found that males performed
better than females in locating a hidden platform in the

Morris water maze. Additionally, the number of new cells
only increased in males. Males generally focus more on
spatial and geometric cues in the environment, which is a
hippocampus-dependent strategy, while females rely more
on landmark cues, which activates other systems such as
the striatum [2, 6]. Chow and colleagues concluded that the
use of less hippocampus-dependent strategies may have
contributed to less neurogenesis in females. This suggests
that obvious differences in adult neurogenesis in males and
females may not account for the reported sex differences in
spatial learning.
As always, more research needs to be done to clarify this
issue.
References
[ 1] Galea and Kimura, “Sex differences in route-learning”,
Personality and Individual Differences, 1993
[2] Williams et al., Behav Neurosci, 1990
[3] Kempermann, Trends Neurosci, 2008
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"No, Dear, It’s This Way."
Assessing Gender Differences in Spatial Navigation
By Hunter Gits, MSc Student Medical Neurosciences

A

man and a woman find themselves lost in Mitte in their
attempt to find the Brandenburg Gate. In disagreement, they resolve to find their own direction. The man
reaches for a map and the woman looks up for a landmark.
Who will find their way first?
For sex differences in cognition and learning, few areas
have been studied as extensively as spatial navigation.
Spatial learning requires the formation and utilization of
a cognitive map: an independent and flexible construct
that conveys distances and spatial relations [1]. Studies
have shown that men outperform women on various
navigational tasks, including pen-and-paper tests and virtual
reality environments [2,3]. In one study, men reach peak
performance faster than women and had a higher calculated
efficiency in solving the tasks [4].
Now what can account for these discrepancies? Many
studies attribute them to differences in learning and the
strategies applied. There are two proposed strategies for
spatial navigation: one based on cardinal directions and
the other on landmarks. The frequency with which men
and women perform each differs [5]. As in the introductory
scenario, men tend to rely on Euclidean-based directions
whereas women rely more heavily on a route learning
strategy [6]. Sex hormones offer a possible explanation for
the differences in the frequency of strategies. Higher levels
of testosterone in men correlate to increased use of cardinal
directions and better performance on spatial navigation
tasks [7]. Further, exogenously applied testosterone improves

women’s visuospatial ability, which is largely responsible
for the formation of direction-based cognitive maps [8].
These data are consistent with other studies that show an
activational effect of testosterone on spatial learning [9].
So, can we conclude that men outperform women in
navigational tasks? Well, that would be too easy! For instance,
one study agreed that men and women applied different
strategies, but also found that performance discrepancies
occurred only during the learning phase [10]. Further studies
assert that in real-world environments, where landmarks are
plentiful, men and women perform equally [11,12].
The question as to if differences exist remains unresolved,
as answers appear to differ based on the method and
experimental setup. It looks like the couple described above
will have to wait to discover who is right.
References
[ 1] Lövdén et al, Scand J Psychol, 2007
[2] Galea and Kimura, “Sex differences in routelearning”, Personality and Individual Differences, 1993
[3] Astur et al, Behav Brain Res, 1998
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[5] Peña et al, Acta Psychol (Amst), 2008
[6] Lawton, Strategies for indoor wayfinding:
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Gender Differences in Stroke
By Ahmed Khalil, MSc Student Medical Neurosciences

N

eurological illnesses, epitomized by stroke, are infamous
for causing substantial disability and impairing the
quality of life of those afflicted.
Stroke is more common in males until a certain age, after
which a marked rise in stroke cases are seen in females [1].
Women are also more likely to die from stroke, and have
worse functional outcomes than men in terms of post-stroke
depression, quality of life, and risk of stroke recurrence [2]. It
is worth noting, however, that age is an important confounding
factor in studies that deal with the gender differences in
stroke epidemiology.
Men and women also differ significantly in the predisposing
factors for stroke – only diabetes mellitus seems to be a
common risk factor for both sexes. While women with stroke
tend to have atrial fibrillation and hypertension, men tend
to be smokers and have atherosclerotic disease [3]. This
fact in particular has major therapeutic implications, and
emphasizes the need for different preventive strategies in
men and women.
The issue of aspirin for prevention of cardiovascular
events is a controversial topic. As a result of a questionably
designed trial in the 1970s, low-dose aspirin was withheld
from prevention strategies in women for years [4]. Recent
consensus is that both men and women benefit from aspirin,
albeit in different ways. Studies show that aspirin protects
men against myocardial infarction and women against
stroke, but not vice versa [5]. Practically, however, these two
conditions are closely linked and often cluster together. Thus,

a more sensible approach is that aspirin can be used in either
gender when the individually-ascertained potential benefits
outweigh the risks.
Despite the apparently higher stroke mortality among
females and the observation that women with stroke receive
a lesser quality of diagnostic care than men [6], studies have
shown that women tend to respond to acute stroke therapy
more favorably [7]. Considering the fact that thrombolysis,
despite being the only approved acute treatment for stroke,
is only used in a highly select group of patients likely to
benefit from the therapy, this finding may have relevant
therapeutic implications.
References
[ 1] Rosamond et al,
Circulation, 2007
[2] Wyller et al, Clin
Rehabil, 1997
[3] Di Carlo et al,
Stroke, 2003
[4] Canadian Cooperative
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Female Heart and Male Physicians
Gender Differences in Cardiovascular Diseases

A

fter passing the average life expectancy (83
years in women and 78 years in men in Germany),
cardiovascular deaths become the leading cause for
mortality and even make it to the top in total numbers. In
Germany, an average of 36 % of men and 44 % of women die
from cardiovascular events [1]. Interestingly, however, while
cardiovascular diseases are on a declining trend overall, their
incidence among young women is increasing [2]. This has
been linked to lifestyle changes such as smoking, since women
are more sensitive to tobacco [3], and increased work-related

stress [4]. The development of myocardial infarction differs
between the genders as in women it is primarily brought by
psychological factors and in men by heavy exercise [5].
A study conducted in Germany, enrolling 1857 patients
(52.6 % men, 47.4 % women) with chronic heart failure,
followed the treatment schemes applied by male and female
doctors. Male physicians appeared to apply guidelinerecommended drug treatments to their female patients less
frequently compared with male patients [6]. Moreover, an
accurate diagnosis in women seems to be more challenging
as they often have an atypical presentation of myocardial
infarct, such as nausea, vomiting, and back pain resulting
from higher vagal activation. This likely contributes to
mistreatment or delays receiving adequate medical help [4].
(cr)
References
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Gender Differences in Autism
By Ahmed Khalil, MSc Student Medical Neurosciences

P

sychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders in children show marked gender differences, generally being
more prevalent in prepubertal boys than girls [1]. Autism is a typical example of such male predominance. Classified as a pervasive developmental disorder, autism is a
spectrum of conditions ranging from mild to debilitating and
characterized by impairment in social interaction and communication, as well as stereotyped behavior.
Interestingly, the gender ratio in autism varies according
to the degree of functional impairment, with high-functioning
autism (often with higher-than-average intellect) occurring
mostly in boys [2]. Regarding the cognitive manifestations
of autism, evidence suggests that motor and verbal skills in
males are generally superior to those of females, while girls
have a higher problem-solving capacity [3]. Intellect aside,
behavioral features of autism are similar among males and
females [4]. However, in a disorder such as autism, which
has mainly behavioral manifestations, differences between
genders are particularly difficult to notice. Distinguishing the

disorder-related differences in behavior from the variations
in behavior between boys and girls in the normal population
is a challenge.
Several theories have been proposed for the gender differences seen with autism, mostly involving genetics. One
particularly intriguing theory suggests that males, having
one X chromosome, are susceptible to autism in a similar
way that females with Turner’s syndrome (genotype XO – i.e.
missing their other X chromosome) are likely to have social
deficits. Thus, the second X chromosome of normal females
may ‘protect’ them from the manifestations of autism [5].
References
[ 1] Rutter et al, J Child Psychol Psychiatry, 2003
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Gender Differences in Diabetes Mellitus
By Ahmed Khalil, MSc Student Medical Neurosciences

O

ver the past few decades, diabetes mellitus (DM) has
become a worldwide epidemic [1]. In terms of both
clinical practice and research, there is a general
misconception that gender is not an issue in DM [2].
One striking observation that challenges this fallacy is
that type 1 DM is the only organ-specific autoimmune disease
(besides ulcerative colitis) that does not show a strong
female predilection [3]. This observation points to underlying
sex-specific mechanisms at work in DM: If all autoimmune
diseases strongly target women, why is type 1 DM different?
In both types of DM, the disease manifests when the ability
of the pancreatic β cells to secrete insulin is overwhelmed by
the metabolic demands or insulin sensitivity of the body’s tissues. There is evidence from animal studies suggesting that
17 β estradiol protects the insulin-producing β cells of the
pancreas from apoptosis [4]. This may partially explain the
equal sex ratios seen in the condition. The situation with type
2 DM is also more complex than it seems. The prevalence of
type 2 DM may not show a sex bias currently [5], but in the
past, studies showed a strong female preponderance [6]. The
overall decreasing parity in women may be an explanation for
this change (higher birth numbers are related to an increased
risk of developing type 2 DM [7]), as may the variations in the
overall sex distribution of obesity. Studies conducted on older
populations show that women have a higher prevalence of
type 2 DM. This may be due to the fact that women generally live longer and insulin resistance tends to fall rapidly in
females in the latter stages of life [8]. Furthermore, genetics and inheritance play complex roles in both types of DM,
but suffice it to say that both have a strong genetic link associated with the inheritance of many possible susceptibility
genes. Interestingly, while men with type 1 DM are more likely
than women with type 1 DM to transmit the disease to their
offspring, the reverse is true for type 2 DM [9].

Overall, insulin sensitivity in men and women is the same, despite a higher proportion of body fat in women. When body
fat is adjusted for, however, women tend to be more sensitive
to the effects of insulin (the ‘female insulin advantage’ phenomenon) [10]. It is important to note that the type of obesity
is crucial in determining the risk of DM. Central obesity (‘belly
fat’) is most closely linked with type 2 DM, reflecting that fat
surrounding the internal abdominal organs is particularly
hormonally active and leads to reduced glucose tolerance [11].
Moreover, the complications of the disease vary
significantly according to gender. In particular, women seem
more prone to the increased cardiovascular risk of DM and
tend to receive less treatment to prevent cardiovascular
events, which are chief causes of death and disability [12].
In conclusion, the wide-ranging gender differences in DM
have relevant implications and thus they should be carefully
considered in diabetes research and clinical guidelines.
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Gender Differences in Autoimmunity

78%

of all people affected by autoimmune
diseases are female. The exact ratios between men and women vary depending
on the type of disease (see fig.1); e.g. female to male ratio is
between 2:1 in multiple sclerosis (MS), whereas in systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE) nine times as many women are
affected than men [1,2]. As each autoimmune disease has
its own pathophysiology, there is no one-size-fits-all answer.
Most of them, however, go along the lines: MEN AND WOMEN
ARE DIFFERENT!
Autoimmune diseases are defined as the incapability of
the immune system to discriminate self from non-self and
therefore, it begins attacking cells of the own body. In women,
the baseline immune response is stronger than in men, with
more CD4+ cells and antibodies being produced. Therefore,
women are more protected against infections and trauma
[3]. Yet, this may be the crux when it comes to autoimmune
diseases. These distinct differences in the male and female
immune environment can also be observed on the level of
cytokine production: It could be shown in vitro that cytokine
secretion is increased in the presence of estrogen and decreased in the presence of androgens [3].

of activation molecules on T lymphocytes and antigen-presenting cells, lymphocyte homing and modulation of the classical stress axis, thus, influencing corticosteroid levels.
This is just the tip of the iceberg. Since autoimmune diseases are multifactorial, many other factors may influence
sex differences in autoimmunity, which this article has not
touched upon, such as the effects of environmental influences (diet, allergens, sunlight) or genetic differences (sex
chromosomes). (vl)

References
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78% of autoimmune disease
patients are female
Nevertheless, the particular nature of the disease has to be
taken into account when describing the modulatory effect of
hormones. One of the most striking examples occurs during
pregnancy when estrogen and progesterone increase greatly
during the third trimester. In MS, relapse rates are reduced
during the third trimester, but there is an increase of relapse
rates in the postpartum period when estrogen and progesterone concentrations decrease. In SLE, this is not the case or
even worse, the disease progresses [3]. In addition to these
examples, there are various other ways that hormones can
influence the immune system: modulation of the expression

Figure 1: Sex distribution of the most important autoimmune
diseases. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
Nat Rev Immunol, Libert et al,2010

Drugs Speak for Gender

M

en and women differ regarding pharmacological and
even non-pharmacological therapeutic interventions.
Pharmacokinetics is directly altered by lower body
surface and higher percentage of body fat in women and
plasma in men, differences in kidney function, drug resorption, and metabolism by hepatic enzymes as well as excretion. Today, luckily, the first drugs for gender-specific usage
have already become available for treating depression and
inflammatory bowel disease [1].
As aspirin has smaller thrombolytic effect in women compared with men [2], daily intake of aspirin reduces the risk of
heart attack in men, but not in women. Nevertheless, women
still benefit from taking 100 mg of aspirin every other day
after the age of 65, in order to reduce the risk of stroke [3].
Several adverse drug effects in men and women stem
from higher receptor sensitivities in women. For instance,
women need only half the dose of morphine men need for

2013 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences

comparable pain relief [4]. Attributed to higher sensitivity of
gamma amino butyric acid (GABA) receptors, women generally recover faster from general anesthesia [5].
Major sex- and gender differences that should not be left
without attention exist also in effects of neuropsychiatric,
anti-cancer, anti-tumor necrosis factor-α, and anti-viral drugs
[1]. (cr)
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Did you know...? Gerty Theresa Cori
was the first woman to win a Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine
and the third woman receiving a
Nobel Prize in science in 1947.

FOCUS

The Nose Knows

T

he term pheromone was first defined in 1959 by Karlson
and Luscher as substances which are secreted to the
outside world by an individual and generate a specific
reaction like a behavior or a developmental process when received by a second individual of the same species. There are
several examples of mammalian pheromonal responses, the
best example in humans being menstrual synchrony, where
the menstrual cycle of women with no previous social contact becomes synchronized in time following constant interactions, e.g. room mates in dorms [1].
In humans, the testosterone derivative AND and the estrogen-like steroid EST are candidate compounds for pheromones. While AND is found primarily in male sweat, EST
is found in female urine. Several fascinating results have
emerged on the processing of pheromones by the human olfactory system. While most odorants tend to activate parts of
the so-called ‘ordinary odor’ areas (amygdala, piriform cortex, anterior insular cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, orbital
frontal cortex), AND and EST resulted in a sex-differentiated
activation of the anterior hypothalamus which is highly involved in sexual behavior [2].
In a study using positron emission tomography (PET), it
could be shown that AND activated the preoptic area and
ventromedial nuclei in women. In men, however, activation by
EST involved an area covering the paraventricular and dorsomedial nuclei. On the other hand, when men smelled AND
and women EST, activation was found in the ‘ordinary odor’

processing areas. In contrast to heterosexual men,
and in congruence with heterosexual women, homosexual men displayed hypothalamic activation
in response to AND. An extension of this study with
homosexual women showed similar results where
AND stimuli were processed by the olfactory networks and not the anterior hypothalamus but when
smelling EST, they partly shared activation of the
anterior hypothalamus with heterosexual men [3].
What is also striking to note is that there were
significant sex differences in a study of olfactory
self-recognition. More than half of the females were able to
identify their own odor, but only one out of 18 (5.6 %) males
were able to do so [4]. Why it would be adaptive for females,
but not males to recognize their own odor remains unknown.
In conclusion, it seems that the olfactory system is crucial
for sex recognition that there could be a link between sexual
orientation and hypothalamic neuronal processes and that
women tend to be better than men in olfactory tests. Simply
put, the nose knows! (arm)
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The Role of Estrogen in Brain Disorders the Good, the Bad and the Unknown

T

he classic view of estrogen actions in the brain being
confined to regulation of reproductive behavior in the female is now changing with the evidence of its effects on
learning, memory, mood and neurodegenerative processes
becoming more abundant. Estrogen is primarily thought to
act via its two receptors, which have a varied distribution in
the brain.

The Good
Estrogen has been shown to increase cerebral blood flow, act
as an anti-inflammatory agent, enhance activity at neuronal
synapses, and exert direct neuroprotective and neurotrophic
effects on brain tissue [1]. Through these varied mechanisms,
estrogen strongly influences mood and cognition. The decline of this hormone at menopause is thought to be responsible for the acceleration of cognitive problems in women.
The Bad
Estrogen-based therapy therefore holds considerable promise for brain disorders that affect both men and women. Alzheimer's disease (AD) is two to three times more common
in women than in men. However, contradicting results of the
beneficial effects of estrogen therapy does not justify the
use of estrogens in women with AD and supports the use of
Hormone Replacement Therapy only in women with menopausal symptoms for a few years following menopause [1].

The Unknown
Although most data are obtained from studies in females, estrogens also play important roles in the male brain, where
they are generated from circulating testosterone by local
aromatase enzymes or synthesized de novo by neurons and
glia [2]. The notable sex differences in virtually all central
nervous system disorders are thought to arise due to differences in the organization of the underlying circuitry. For
example, in Parkinson’s disease men are 2 times more susceptible than women. The differential effect of estradiol on
the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway (NSDA) of men and
women is thought to underlie this male predisposition, and
sex seems to influence both the nature of its degenerative
processes and response to therapy. Estrogen was found to
reduce the symptoms and risk of reducing PD in women. The
exact mechanisms of these neuroprotective effects still have
to be investigated as they seem to occur without an interaction between the estrogen receptors and the response elements.
An understanding of the cellular and molecular basis of
sex differences in brain physiology and responses to estrogen is, therefore, important for understanding the nature of
sex-specific pathological conditions and for designing novel
hormone-based therapeutic agents that will have optimal effectiveness in men and women [2]. (arm)
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Hermaphrodites

Did you know...?
Marie Skłodowska Curie
was the first person
honored with two Nobel
Prizes (in Physics and
Chemistry in 1903 and
1911, respectively).
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By Anne Schwerk, PhD Medical Neurosciences, AG Neuronal Regeneration and Plasticity

T

he word hermaphroditism implies generally speaking
an organism that has both sexes. The term originates
from the name of the Greek god Hermes and the Greek
goddess Aphrodite who are distantly related to sexuality.
This phenomenon is found in most plants and some
animals, but also to a lesser degree (1 %) in humans. Due
to the misleading meaning of the term in human cases,
one should rather refer to either a condition of overmasculinization (46,XX chromosome complement) or undermasculinization (46,XY chromosome complement) or true
gonadal intersex. People affected by 46,XX intersex or
female pseudohermaphroditism have the chromosomes and
ovaries of a woman, but male appearing genitals. Individuals
with 46,XY or male pseudohermaphroditism, have male
chromosomes, eventually male testes or absent testes and
their external genitals are incomplete, ambiguous or female.
True gonadal intersex affected people have either XX or XY
chromosomes or both; they have ovaries and testes, but
either in the same gonad or solely one of each. Their external
genitals are often ambiguous, but can also appear either
female or male [1].
These conditions are affected by several different genes,
but also by excessive maternal androgen production or
insufficient testosterone formation and receptor function;
yet often the cause remains undetermined, especially for
people affected by true gonadal intersex. Before 1950,
intersex individuals were moderately tolerated by society,
being allowed to marry their opposite sex and choose a sex
they feel most affiliated with. Yet, after their gender decision

was made, they were not allowed to change their opinion.
In 1957, the physician John Money concluded – based on a
single study – that the sex of intersex individuals is solely
dependent on environmental factors and as gender identity
is essential for a healthy psyche, these individuals should be
assigned and surgically converted as quickly as possible [2].
For the last decades, this was the predominant treatment
option, assigning intersex individuals quickly to either their
external gender (rather than the chromosomal gender) or – if
the choice was not clear – a female gender was chosen as it is
the easier genital to reconstruct. These non-ideal treatments
often led to sexually confused and suicidal teenagers/adults,
with immense psychological distress and often the wish to
change their gender [3,4]. Fortunately, the treatment options
nowadays are aimed at waiting as long as possible with
surgery and asking the child or teenager for a decision.
One can only hope that these individuals will find some
kind of gender identity or a society that is more open to our
diverse nature, with no need to correct or adjust a not clearly
defined sex.
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Hysteria - Disease of Women
By Katarzyna Winek, PhD Student Medical Neurosciences, AG Clinical Neuroscience

H

ysteria (from the Greek word ὑστέρα 'hystera'= uterus)
was introduced as a medical diagnosis of mental
disorder back in 1900 BC. Plato and Hippocrates
who gave the disease its name, described its symptoms as
shortness of breath, pallor, dizziness, motor paralysis, and
sensory disturbances. The disease was thought to originate
from the movement of the uterus in the body. A moving
uterus implied pressure on the diaphragm, heart or lungs
causing the above-mentioned symptoms. Later theories
attributed the origin of the disease to possession by the devil
(middle ages and renaissance) or by sexual abstinence. It was
known that the disease involved both body and mind, but it
was only in the 17th century that it was associated with the
nervous system as well. Thomas Willis (English physician
known for describing the cerebral arterial circle) believed
that the disease is caused by excess of animal spirits that
are released from the brain and travel along nerve fibers
to the blood stream to circulate later throughout the body.
Later theories considered that the cause of the disease was
a disturbance or weakness of the nerve fibers [1].
Hysteria received the most attention during the late
1800s, when Jean Martin-Charcot suggested that it was
a central nervous system disorder. He studied the disease
using hypnosis [2]. One of the most famous cases of
hysteria, in medical records known as Anna O. (real name:
2013 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences

Bertha Pappenheim), was described by Sigmund Freud
and Josef Breuer. For the first time, they introduced the
term ‘conversion’ to describe the substitution of a somatic
symptom for a repressed idea [3]. From then on, hysteria
no longer remained a female disease. While Freud moved
to the psychological causes of the disease and developed
a new technique called psychoanalysis, Breuer stuck to the
physiological hypotheses and hypnotic treatment [4].
In the early 1900s, hysteria was classified under the
category of neurosis together with nervous breakdown. The
term ’hysteria‘ is no longer used in medical records and its
symptoms are associated with conversion disorder (one or
more symptoms or deficits affecting the motor or sensory
function, whereas no medical condition can be found by
physician) [1]. However, the term itself is still used in colloquial
language to describe unmanageable emotional responses.
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Gender Bias Prevails in Academia

I

t is still an upstream battle for women
trying to reach the top of the career
ladder in academia. In Germany, 44 %
of all doctoral candidates are women, but
this number drops sharply down to 25 %
at the post-doctoral track (“on their way
to tenure track”). In leadership positions
within academia, only 13 % are women
[1]. The Council of Canadian Academics
reports slightly higher number with
32 % women in faculty positions [2],
but the pattern is the same: there is a
staggering decline in the percentage of
women in higher positions, while the
trend is reversed for men. The highestranking positions are still being filled
by men, and the skewed composition
remains discouraging.
One might take aside the choice of
lifestyle issue for a moment – that some
women simply choose to stay away from
the leadership role in order to play a bigger role in family life – and simply regard
the matter of the perception of how individuals with hiring power perceive one
gender over another. Shocking is the sta-

tistical evidence that there is still a laden
gender bias within our current system:
a new study by Moss-Racusin and colleagues has announced that there are
prevailing attitudes amongst faculty
members when making hiring decisions
to fill managerial posts. The study, led
by Jo Handelsman from Yale University,
looks at academic biology and physics
and questions current faculty members'
perception of individual candidates in
terms of their hireability and starting
salary [3]. The surveyed faculty members were equal in gender composition
and they were shown application materials for a management position. The
applications were randomly assigned
male or female names. The results were
shocking: across all parameters – competence, hireability, inclination to mentor, and salary – the applications with
a male name were ranked significantly
and consistently higher. Even faculty
members that were women held these
beliefs based on the name of the applicant being either male or female.

Since each individual likely judges their
own worth and aptitude based on their
perceived ranking and feedback from
superiors in any given career field, engrained preference of a male candidate
over themselves may discourage women
from seeking out higher positions. The
study points out powerful cultural norms,
which prevail in even the most rational
disciplines such as physics or biology.
The results of this study enforce the
continued need to strengthen, foster
and incentivize women to apply to high
academic posts in order to counter the
current cultural norm and perception of
competence. (ge)
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Did you know...?
Brenda Milner was
the first to study
the role of the
hippocampus in the
formation of memory.
In 1957/58, Brenda
Milner became
famous for her work
with the patient H.M.
who showed selective
memory deficits
after damage to the
medial temporal lobe.

Figure Legend: Canada Compared to the EU and the U.S.: Similiar Profiles
This figure depicts the proportion of the female and the male students and academic
staff in a typical academic career in Canada, the U.S., and the EU, 2007.
Source: Council of Canadian Academies, 2012. Strengthening Canada’s Research Capacity: The Gender
Dimension. The Expert Panel of Women in University Research, Council of Canadian Academies.
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FOCUS & Whatever Happened To...

Agnodice - The First Female Doctor?
By Katarzyna Winek, PhD Student Medical Neurosciences, AG Clinical Neuroscience

T

oday, the number of women in medical training equals
the number of men. However, it has been a long, hard
struggle for women to achieve this.
Little is known about female doctors in Ancient Greece –
home of Hippocrates ’the father of modern medicine‘. It was
impossible for women to be able to attend medical training
in the ancient world’s teaching centers like Cos, Cnidos or
Alexandria. An interesting story, extant only in the tales of
Hyginus, provides information as to who was probably the
first female medical doctor [1].
According to Hyginus, when there were no midwives
in Athens, women often died because they did not want to
discuss their problems with male doctors. Then, a young
Athenian woman called Agnodice decided to learn medicine.
Since women could not attend medical training, Agnodice
dressed up like a man to become a student of Herophilus'
medical school. After her training, every time a woman
needed assistance during childbirth, Agnodice was there to

help. She became so popular among the Athenian women
that the doctors (out of jealousy) accused her of seducing
her patients. She was brought to the Aeropagus (Court of
Appeal) and found guilty. Then, she lifted up her tunic to
reveal that she was a woman. Thanks to support from the
wives of the ruling men in Athens she was acquitted of all
charges [2]. Thereafter, the Athenians changed their law and
allowed freeborn women to learn medicine [1].
Although the verity of this tale can be questioned, it was
often cited during campaigns for women rights. Maybe it is
only a myth, but one has to admit – it is an intriguing one…
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Lorenza Magno
A Conversation with Lorenza Magno, PhD Medical Neurosciences
as an undergraduate student within the
University, where I worked on the molecular aspects of Alzheimer’s disease
for my thesis. I then moved to Charité,
where I had the chance to work for a few
months before joining the program. Beside my background in biochemistry and
molecular biology, those months had
been key for me to acquire a more profound knowledge of neuroanatomy.

L

orenza had been a student in
the Medical Neurosciences PhD
program from 2006 to 2010. Now,
she works as a postdoctoral fellow at the
University College of London, currently
approaching her 3rd year of postdoc at
the Wolfson Institute for Biomedical
Research.
MZ: What was your scientific background before you joined the program?
LM: I graduated in Biotechnology applied
to Pharmacy from the State University
of Milan, after a 5-year course. I started
my practical experience in neuroscience

What motivated you to join the Medical
Neurosciences Program?
I had been working at the Institute of
Anatomy at Charité for a few months
when came the moment to choose
whether to obtain the German title
Dr. rer. nat., or the more universal PhD
title in the International Graduate
Program Medical Neurosciences. A
few key factors pushed me to join the
Medical Neuroscience Program. First,
I felt I needed a structured program
that beside bench work would allow for
acquiring major knowledge and skills.
Second, I needed an institution able to
help me to interact with the German
bureaucracy at the Charité offices, as
English was not a real option at that time.
Last but not least, the neuroscience
program offered a good opportunity
to get in touch and network with other
students. I am happy about the choice I
made and all my expectations were met.

2013 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences

How did you benefit from the program?
I was particularly enthusiastic about
great initiatives, like the organization
of the Berlin Brain Days, but also about
workshops or more intensive courses,
like the summer school in Finland I attended. All these experiences and the
scientific exchange with the people I had
the chance to meet, definitely played an
important role in my professional and
personal growth. On a more practical
level, many seminars proved to be helpful in improving my skills, namely those
on writing articles or grant proposals.
What is your main research question,
what are you working on now?
I currently work on forebrain development using transgenic mice to follow the
generation, migration, and maturation
of specific cell types in the telencephalon. A basic research that will ultimately
help the understanding of developmental neurological disorders such as
schizophrenia or autism.
What are your aspirations in your current position?
During these last few years, I became
more and more aware of my passion
for academic research and for
neuroscience matters. My work in the
lab of Dr. Nicoletta Kessaris deals with
fundamental questions of forebrain
development. My aspirations are to
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Research on Researchers

and willingness to travel, as well as the
skill to quickly adapt. Furthermore, one
has to be realistic about the possibilities
the world of academic research offers.
What other passions do you follow besides neuroscience?
After work usually not much time is left,
Where do you see yourself in 10 years however, as a good old Italian I enjoy
from now?
both cooking and having tasty food. I like
I want to continue my career in neurosci- to scout around for new restaurants and
ence, and hopefully conduct my own re- different cuisines, which London fortusearch. It is nearly impossible to be sure nately offers in abundance. I do love to
about where one will end up. Nowadays try and invent new recipes myself, althe job market requires high flexibility though it doesn’t always end well.
make a contribution to the increasing
knowledge in this field and in doing so,
also improve my scientific record. Plus,
being a postdoc offers the opportunity to
develop the ability to supervise students,
and carry out my projects independently.

How do you like London and what, if
anything, do you miss about Berlin?
I love London for the great opportunities
it offers: museums, cultural life, shows,
and many more. Very much like Berlin
London is also an extraordinary melting pot. Despite all this, I do miss Berlin,
along with its easy-going atmosphere,
lower cost of life and of course all the
friends I met and still have over there.
Thank you, Lorenza. (mz)

Rita Levi-Montalcini - A Woman Scientist Who Inspired Me
By Lorenza Magno, Alumna PhD Medical Neurosciences

A

s part of an application for a travel
fellowship, I was once asked to write
an assay on a woman scientist who
inspired me. It was fairly easy to pick one,
as I immediately knew I had to write about
neurobiologist and Nobel Prize winner
Rita Levi-Montalcini. Her recent passing
reminded me of those few words which I
want to share here to commemorate her
and her great achievements.
Rita’s story is an Italian one, and as it always happens, it begins with a family. She
was born in Turin at the beginning of the
last century to wealthy Jewish parents,
and she had been blessed with a “wonderful family atmosphere, filled with love
and reciprocal devotion” (Nobelprize.org).
The highly cultured atmosphere was
challenging and stimulating, however, as
a woman she suffered the sexist social
environment of her time. In fact, she felt
strong resentment when her father decided that all his daughters were not to
attend university, as he “had a great respect for women, but he believed that
a professional career would interfere
with the duties of a wife and mother”
(Nobelprize.org). Later on, she was fortunately able to change his mind and
entered medical school. Since the beginning, she fought in favor of woman emancipation and her message is still loud and
clear today.
After she graduated in 1936, she
wanted to pursue a career in research,
studying the nervous system. However,
two years later, racial laws were put into
place and banned Jews from practicing
medicine and working within academic
environments. She then set up a makeshift lab in her bedroom and continued
working in secret, risking imprisonment
or death.

In the 1940s, Rita was still working in her tists to Italy as well as to offer Italian
bedroom. Using microsurgical and tis- neuroscientists working abroad an opsue manipulation equipment fashioned portunity to return home.
out of sewing needles and watchmaker's
Rita has been active and involved
tweezers, she was able to replicate the until the end of her long and productive
experiments performed by Viktor Ham- life. She passed away at the age of 103.
burger, an embryologist at Washington Thanks to her curiosity and enthusiasm,
University in St. Louis. These were the she has been recognized as one of the
first steps that – years later – would lead greatest scientist in the world.
to the identification of the nerve growth
My grandmother used to tell everyfactor (NGF) and to her Nobel Prize for one that I would become a great scienMedicine in 1986. Her research was in- tist one day, just like Rita Levi-Montalciterrupted by the Nazi occupation forcing ni. Whilst growing up and after having
Rita to go into hiding until 1944. After the acquired a better understanding of her
war ended, she was invited to join Vik- work and story, I developed a special
tor Hamburger in St. Louis. She planned fascination which soon blossomed into
to stay for a few months, but she ended inspiration.
up working and teaching there for thirty
Her positivity and strong humanity
years.
are the characteristics that I have alIn 1962, she went back to Italy to es- ways admired most. From time to time,
tablish a research unit in Rome and a few my grandmother still calls me lovingly
years later, she became Director of the “my Montalcini” and although I always
Institute of Cell Biology of the Italian Na- point out I do not deserve such an honor,
tional Council of Research. Within the last it is a reminder for myself that I want to
years, she fully shared the general opin- be a good scientist and – most of all – a
ion of the Italian scientists on research in good person.
our country: it has never been adequately
appreciated, despite all the great human
potential. Once she declared: “Difficulties
give the possibility to use at the best our
capacity”. That must be dramatically true
in Italy where the lack of funds, structures, and organization is a silently accepted rule.
Despite all this, in 2001, Rita strongly suggested the establishment of an
Italian International research institute
focusing solely on brain research. As a
result, the European Brain Research Institute (EBRI) was created in 2002. This
structure is dedicated to promoting her
vision of a research institute of scientific
excellence that attracts foreign scienwww.medical-neurosciences.de
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Student Parade & Open Access

Lyudmyla Kovalenko
Winner of the Katharina-Heinroth-Preis 2013

C

ongratulations to Lyudmyla who
was awarded the KatharinaHeinroth-Preis 2013 by the
Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde
zu Berlin (GNF) for her Master thesis
on “The Role of Thalamus-mediated
Corollary Discharge in the Perisaccadic
Localization”. The award is given

annually for students of the three
Berlin universities for their outstanding
research in natural sciences with a
biological focus (Bachelor, Master, and
Diploma theses).
Lyudmyla’s project in the research group ‘Brain and Behavior’
(Prof. Christoph Ploner) focused on
the interplay of two internal reference
signals, corollary discharge and visual
reafference, during perisaccadic spatial localization. Our subjective visual
experience is spatially and temporally
continuous. In reality, vision is neither; it
is fragmented into two phases: fixation
when the eye is stationary and fast saccades that move the eye. Vision occurs
at fixations and is actively suppressed
during saccades. Although vision consists of discrete fixation images, we retain an impression of visual continuity,
a phenomenon called perceptual stability. A key element in the maintenance of
perceptual stability is the intention to
make a saccade, which triggers an internal signal called corollary discharge (CD).
CD represents a copy of the motor com-

mand sent to sensory centers. There, it
serves as an internal reference, informing other brain areas about impending
movements. CD also interacts with other
internal references, such as visual reafference. For saccades, CD originates in
oculomotor centers and is relayed, primarily via medial thalamus, to cortical
areas such as frontal eye field. Using eye
tracking, a patient with a focal ischemic
lesion in the medial thalamus was tested.
His deficit was homologous to lesions
induced in monkeys, which were shown
to selectively impair CD. Notably, despite
his previously demonstrated CD deficits,
the patient’s ability to locate objects
shown briefly (8 ms) around saccade onset did not deviate systematically from
that of the control group. It was concluded that around saccade onset, CD
is not the only reference signal at work,
but likely interacts with other visual reference signals, in particular with visual
reafference.
Further Information
http://www.gnfb.de/

News from the Open Access Front-Line
By Nikolas Karalis, MSc Student Medical Neuroscience

I

t has been a year since the launch
of the Cost of Knowledge campaign,
which we covered in a previous issue
of the CNS Newsletter (vol. 5, issue 2)
[1]. As of February 2013, the number of
signatories has exceeded 13000, including some of the world’s most prominent
mathematicians.
In response, Elsevier dropped the
support for the Research Works Act, a
bill introduced at the US House of Representatives that threatened the open-access principles stated by the NIH’s Public
Access Policy. Additionally, they are now
allowing free access to older issues (articles older than 4 years) of some journals. The major success of the boycott
has been raising awareness regarding
academic publishing and the open access movement.
In the aftermath of the boycott campaign, a lot remains to be done in order
to establish alternatives that will allow
the move towards a free and open aca-

demic publishing system. Along these expensive processes of copy-editing and
lines, some of the mathematicians be- typesetting. The first journals are exhind the Cost of Knowledge campaign pected to be launched in April [4].
have joined Cambridge University Press
in a venture to launch the ‘Forum of As a final note, this article also serves
Mathematics’, a new set of open access as an obituary for Aaron Swartz (1986journals. The first issue is expected to be 2013), the American open access activist.
published in the next few months [2].
He was facing up to 35 years of prison
At the same time, eLife, a novel joint time for downloading and releasing acainitiative of the Howard Hughes Medical demic journal articles from the online
Institute, the Max Planck Society, and repository JSTOR. His death was highly
the Wellcome Trust, aims to establish publicized and generated a number of
a new, open-access venue for the most waves in the public discourse regarding
important advances – from basic bio- the topic of open access.
logical research to applied, translational,
and clinical studies. The first issue of the References
eLife Journal is already out and it is ex- [ 1] http://www.thecostofknowledge.com
pected to evolve into a high-caliber aca- [2] http://goo.gl/TR5AB
demic journal for the life sciences [3].
[3] http://elife.elifesciences.org/
Another initiative currently in its in- [4] http://episciences.org/
fancy is the EpiSciences Project. This
platform aims to set-up arXiv overlay
journals that will provide the editing and
refereeing process, while dropping the
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Elevator Talk

Validation Studies Underway

R

eproducibility has been heralded a keystone of the
scientific method. It is an aspect upon which current
research relies on in all scientific disciplines. In the
field of biology, reproducibility has hardly been emphasized
as a priority, caving to the pressure to produce novelty – a
much more lucrative aspect of research that is inevitably
linked to higher impact factor, garnered general interest, and
subsequent funding eligibility for further research.
Recently, it has been an embarrassing revelation that a
significant portion of articles published in top tier journals
are, in fact, not reproducible by other groups [1].
Currently, a new effort is gaining traction to do just that.
Called the Reproducibility Initiative [2], the company Science
Exchange has attempted to introduce a validation system to

the public research sector. Of course, the issue of who will pay
for these studies is still an ongoing topic of debate. However,
publishers including the Nature Publishing Group in London
welcome these initiatives and the open access journal PLoS
ONE has agreed to publish these validation studies.
How these and future efforts will change the landscape
of science will have to be seen, but at the very least, it may
be seen as requisite responses to the current reputation of
scientific integrity and validity. (ge)
References
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Could 'Type III Diabetes' be a Ticking Time Bomb?

W

e would have to be completely daft to assume that
we realize the full medical implications of every action we take, but could trouble be lurking ahead for
us? There is a growing body of evidence for an irrevocable
link between type II diabetes – insulin insensitivity that develops as a result of poor diet – and Alzheimer's disease. Although type II diabetics have long been known to develop
AD at a rate 2 to 3 times that of the normal population (independent of vascular dementia cases), recent studies have
suggested that insulin dysregulation may be a causative factor, triggering autoimmune processes, oxidative stress and
increased amyloid-β protein expression in the brain. In human post-mortem studies, insulin insufficiency was found
to be localized in the areas of the brain worst affected by
Alzheimer's, and further studies have found the behavioral

and pathological hallmarks of dementia in rats with a pharmacologically-induced lack of brain insulin. These findings
have lead to the redefinition of AD as “type III diabetes” by
some scientists. With today's rising rates of obesity, it has
been suggested that an explosion in the number of AD cases
may be approaching. Looks like we just got another reason
to eat healthier! (er)

Further Reading
“Eat Your Way to Dementia.”
New Scientist, 2012.
De la Monte, Drugs, 2012.
Ho et al., Int J of
Alzheimer's Disease, 2012.

Thomson Reuter Blacklists Journals Abnormally
Citing Themselves

T

homson Reuters has released a list of journals which
were excluded in 2011 due to “abnormal citation patterns”,
skewing their calculated impact factor. Thomson Reuters
also posted an article on the issue of journal citation pattern,
particularly dissecting the influence of self-citation on
calculated impact factors. Impact factor is calculated by
taking the number of citations a journal received each year
and roughly adjusting it to the number of articles published
in that year.
When Thomson Reuters plotted impact factor of a journal
against self-citaton pattern, it emerged that on average
across several disciplines, the self-citation rate was around
12 %. A rate under 20 % was considered within a reasonable
range. There was a tendency for high impact journals to selfcite less, whilst lower impact factor journals (below 0.5) had
a high rate of self-citation.

Incentives for self-citations can vary. Sometimes, the journal
is so specialized that it is the only journal in that particular
topic. However, sometimes a journal with a general mandate
tries to boost its impact factor by encouraging internal
citation. In the interest of an equitable process of assessing
“impact” of a journal in their given field, the Thomson Reuters
blacklist seems to be a reasonable undertaking. (ge)

References
[ 1] Web of Knowledge Journal Citation Reports 2011:
http://bit.ly/rqhxgg
[2] Thomas Reuters “Journal self-citation in the Journal
Citation Reports, Science 2002 Edition”: http://bit.ly/14OI3qr
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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Brain in Press
Thanks Dad!
Sex differences can also be observed in
epigenetics: researcher from UPenn have
discovered that male, but not female offspring of drug-consuming fathers show altered behavior. One might expect that those
pups would be more prone to become addicted themselves when exposed to drugs. Yet,
sons of cocaine-consuming male rats were
actually more resistant to develop drug addiction. Female offsapring, however, did not
show any behavioral differences regarding
addictive behavior when compared to pups
of naïve animals.
A two months self-administration paradigm
of cocaine was shown to induce epigenetic changes that increase the production
of BDNF and this is also found within the
sperm of drug-consuming males. This augmentation was mainly present in the prefrontal cortex. (jr)

Thanks Scorpion!
A common problem with surgically removing brain
tumors is that they often look just like healthy
neural tissue. So how is the surgeon supposed to
know what to remove? To make neurosurgeons
(and patients) live more convenient, James Olson
from the Seattle’s Children Hospital, came up with
the idea to utilize a scorpion toxin that binds selectively to tumor cells and illuminates malignant
tissue. The toxin can pass the blood-brain barrier
and, when combined with a molecule that glows
in near-infrared light, this enables illumination of
the tumor only 15 to 20 min after intravenous injection. In the end of 2013, clinical trials are planed
to get started. Meanwhile a short movie about this
project “Bringing Light” participates at Sundance
Film Festival and can be watched online:
http://vimeo.com/51888804. (jr)
Source: http://www.technologyreview.com/
news/508351/scorpion-protein-illuminates-braintumors-for-surgeons/

Contest
We are always interested in including your contributions. You can submit anything you see fit
on the topic of neuroscience. Send us your most exciting microscopic pictures, or a creative
photo, thoughts on neuroscience or self-written poems – whatever comes to mind! The best
contribution will be published and rewarded with a Medical Neurosciences shoulder bag.
So, what are you waiting for? Start the engine of your mind and get going! Trust us, it is
worth participating! Send your contribution to cns-newsletter@charite.de to win the Medical
Neurosciences shoulder bag. Deadline for submission for the next issue: April 30, 2013.
This issue's winner is Ahmed Khalil who contributed to this issue's main theme – Gender Differences – with three awesome
articles on gender differences in stroke, diabetes, and autism. Thank you very much for your contribution.
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Tingomat 501 & 401

Tingomat 501 & 401 – the First Device for Fully
Automated Immunostaining of Free Floating Tissue Sections
By Prof. Dr. Aurel Popa-Wagner, Department of Psychiatry, Rostock University Medical School

T

ingomat is the first device for fully automated
immunostaining of up to 400 free floating tissue
sections. It is an ideal tool for laboratories working with
a large number of cryosections. It facilitates lab work and
saves precious time.
In contrast to traditional staining procedures where tissue
sections must be transferred to the solutions, the innovation
introduced by Tingomat501 is to convey solutions to the
brain sections by a smart combination of valves and pumps.
The programmable circulation of the reagents leads to a
consistent and highly reproducible staining result and avoids
unnecessary waste.
Tingomat provides you with an excellent temperature
control of both reagents and tissue sections. You may perform
any standard staining protocol with your Tingomat, as well
as any chemical or fluorescence staining. Furthermore, the
Tingomat can be programmed to perform your preferred
combination of antibodies according to your individual
staining protocol. If you are not working with a standard
protocol, any of your individual protocols may be easily
programmed.

The new generation of Tingomat is available in two different
versions: Tingomat 401 has a classic control panel while
Tingomat 501 is equipped with a touch screen, a Windows
XP interface so that an external mouse and screen can be
used, wireless LAN and memory for lab notes, procedures
and protocols.
Your Tingomat reduces human errors and avoids wasting
both time and reagents. It works with outstanding reliability
and reproducibility. The following pictures show that excellent
staining results can be produced for both chemical and in
fluorescent staining.

Figure Legend: Tissue distribution and phenotype of ANXA3positive cells in rat brain 14 days after reversible cerebral ischemia.
(Reproduced from publication Junker et al., Glia, 2007)
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Dr. Harebrained Knows it All... & Open Positions

Neuroscience in Your Everyday Life
Why is it Again that we only use 10 % of our Brain??

S

orry to burst your bubble: it’s an urban legend… having
said that, here is a quick summary of its origination.
The most prominent contributor to the myth was a
famous comparative psychologist Karl Spencer Ashley. As
the cortex itself is the largest region of the brain, making
about 77 % of the total human brain volume [1], many studies
have been conducted to allocate certain brain functions to
areas of the cortex. One of these was a study by Karl Spencer
Ashley in the late 1920’s. He lesioned various cortical regions
of rats and found that maze learning and retention depended
on the amount of cortical tissue that was lesioned rather than
on a specific area which had been lesioned [2,3].
In humans, it was possible to conduct similar studies in
epileptic patients, as it was (and sometimes still is) common
to remove the epileptic foci of patients brains. Here, not
only removal of brain areas was performed, but also the
systematic stimulation of certain cortical areas of the brain. It
was noticed that removal or stimulation of frontal lobe brain
areas did not cause any symptomatic effect in the behavior
of the patient. Therefore, the prefrontal cortex was termed
‘silent cortex’ [4,5].
This was revised with the emergence of modern imaging
technologies such as functional MRI, PET or EEG, just to name

a few. A textbook example concerning the “silent cortex” is
the case of Phineas Gage. It could be shown that the lesion of
his left and right prefrontal cortices led to deficits in rational
decision making and the processing of emotion [6].
Unfortunately, due to public misunderstanding of these
findings, this 10 % myth still exists today, e.g. Scientology still
makes use of it to advertise for new members … go figure =)
Do you also sometimes wonder about the simple
neuroscientific questions in everyday life, but don't really
feel like looking them up right away? For questions like
this, just mail us your question (cns-newsletter@charite.de)
and Dr. Harebrained will give us his explanation in the next
issue! Our next issues question: Why is it again that blood
(hemorrhage) is toxic for the brain? (vl)
References
[ 1] Swanson, Trends In Neuroscience, 1995
[2] Papez, The American Journal of Psychology, 1931
[3] Lashley, Brain Mechanism and Intelligence,. 1929
[4] Dolan, Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, 2007
[5] Penfield, Biological Sciences, 1946
[6] Damasio et al, Science, 1994

Open Positions for Master and PhD Students in
Neuroscience Research in Berlin
Type: Lab Rotation/Master Thesis
Title: Behavioral and neurochemical effects of Deep Brain Stimulation in animal models of psychiatric disorders
(applied methods: surgery, behavioral testing incl. intracranical self-stimulation, immunohistochemistry)
Field of Research: Deep Brain Stimulation as a potential treatment for therapy-resistant psychiatric disorders
Starting date: Immediately
Research group: AG Christine Winter, Experimental Psychiatry
Contact: Julia Rummel (julia.rummel@charite.de, tel.: 450-525016)
Type: Master Thesis/Lab Rotation
Title: Evaluation of folate metabolism on functional behavioral assessment
and mechanism in an animal model of neurodegeneration
Field of Research: Experimental neurology, stroke research (applied methods: behavioral testing, molecular biology (PCR),
histology, and biochemical analysis to investigate the role of deficiencies in folate metabolism on neurodegeneration)
Possible starting date: Please contact to discuss possibilities
Research Group: Interdisciplinary Stroke Research Group, AG Matthias Endres
Contact: Dr. Nafisa Jadavji (nafisa.jadavji@charite.de)
Type: PhD thesis
Project Title: Role of innate immune receptors in neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation
Field of Research: Neuroimmunology
Possible starting date: March 01, 2013
Research Group: AG Lehnardt “Molecular Neuroimmunology“, Department of Neurology
and Institute of Cell Biology and Neurobiology, CharitéCrossOver
Contact: Prof. Dr. Seija Lehnardt (seija.lehnardt@charite.de, tel.: 450-528090)
Type: Post-doctoral position
Project Title: Opioid actions on nociceptors following nerve damage
Field of Research: Neuroscience, pain, electrophysiology
Possible starting date: March, 2013
Research Group: Pain Research Laboratory, Department of Anesthesiology, Charité - Campus Benjamin Franklin
Contact: Prof. Dr. Halina Machelska (halina.machelska@charite.de, tel.: 8445-3851)
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News in Brief & Calendar

MSc Applications 2013
This year's figures surged and hit an unprecedented new
number with more than 200 applications from around the
world, literally from A to Z. The program office and admission
committee have been kept busy for a little while. With figures
like that we even had to call in another bunch of experts in
neuroscience to manage reviewing all applications properly
and extensively. Most notably, Drs Friedrich Johenning, Alexey
Ponomarenko and Friedemann Paul. The program office, as
well as the examination and admission committee, would like
to thank them for their dedicated work and gracious help.

Experimental Design Symposium 2013
The program office is proud to announce the very first
senior students' Medical Neurosciences Experimental Design
Symposium (MNEDS), with 2nd year students presenting
their master projects as part of their ‘Experimental Design,’
Module 8. Curious? Of course! Join the senior MSc students'
poster and talk presentations on March 25, 2013, 1-5 p.m. at
HGS 144. If you read this, you should consider yourself not
merely welcome, but invited! Faculty members in particular
are invited to raise critical questions on proposed Master
projects. Please note that rooms may change.

Admission Symposium 2013
The juniors might only vaguely remember last year for various
reasons. Despite this, last year's MSc admissions symposium
should ring a bell. Like every year, your attendance – juniors
and seniors alike – is required on March 21-22, 2013. Remember
how students and even alumni joined the 'get together outta
school' session the year before you've been admitted? No
recollection, at all? We remember it being pretty good! Time
to ‘repay’ by showing our prospective students the ‘full
package’ of our program and getting around in Berlin.

New PhD Students
Let us all warmly welcome a new old member to our family:
Mareike Voget. As a recent graduate of the MSc program,
Mareike was already a well known member of our family.
Luckily for us, she has chosen to continue her work with
the group of Christine Winter. Other PhD students have
followed: Caroline Baufeld (AG Heppner) and Vince Madai
(AG Sobesky).

March
1-2

5. Internationales Schlaganfallsymposium
(http://www.kompetenznetz-schlaganfall.de/)

16

Long Night of Museums (http://www.
lange-nacht-der-museen.de/)

17-21

Proteomic Forum 2013 (www.proteomicforum.de) Proteomic Forum 2013
(www.proteomic-forum.de)

19-20

Drug Discovery Innovations (http://
www.informa-ls.com/event/DDI)

26

Physiotherapie nach Schlaganfall - Bewährtes
und neue Ansätze (http://bit.ly/TQwQUe)

April

No Extracurricular Funding
Unfortunately, there will be no funding for extracurricular
activities (e.g. attending a conference) anymore.
Wanted: Fundraiser
Who would like to gain first experience or apply existing
experience as fundraiser for the newsletter? The idea is to
contact potential donors/advertisers in order to raise the
necessary funds to cover printing costs.
Please contact: lutz.steiner@charite.de
Imprint
Charité NeuroScience (CNS)
Corresponding Address
Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin
International Graduate Program Medical
Neurosciences, Charitéplatz 1, 10117 Berlin
ralf.ansorg@charite.de, t: +49 30 2093-4584
f: +49 30 2093-4590

7-8

Charité Entrepreneurship Summit 2013
(http://www.charite-summit.de)

12-13

3rd Transcranial Duplexsonography
Course (http://bit.ly/YBhnZI)

Contact
cns-newsletter@charite.de

Berliner Seminar: Hirntoddiagnostik
(http://bit.ly/Vtnpe6)

Editorial Staff
Apoorva Rajiv Madipakkam(arm), Christine Römer(cr),
Ellie Rea(er), Gina Eom(ge), Inês Laginha(il),
Jennifer Flynn(jf), Julia Rummel(jr), Laura
Empl(le), Marietta Zille(mz), Veronika Lang(vl)

19
22-23

Methods Course: Cerebral Ischemia: in vivo
and in vitro Models (http://nwg.glia.mdcberlin.de/de/courses/method/2013/03.php)

May

Proofreading
Apoorva Rajiv Madipakkam, Ellie Rea & Jennifer Flynn

17-20

Carnival of Cultures (http://www.
karneval-berlin.de/de/english.175.html)

23-24

Brain Tumor Meeting 2013 (http://
www.braintumor-berlin.de)

Layout and Type
Viktoria Stoiser

Neglect nach Schlaganfall – Symptome
verstehen und die Behandlung
unterstützen (http://bit.ly/WLJC2M)

Illustrations
Benedikt Brommer(bb)

28

Juli
3-6

11th European Meeting on Glial Cell Function in
Health and Disease (www.gliameeting.eu)
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